
As the traditional workplace evolves, enterprises must continue to rethink how to best support its 

growing mobile workforce, without losing productivity, efficiency and employee enthusiasm. 

To enhance the enterprise file sharing experience, we collaborated with EMC to build a native 

mobile iPhone and iPad app that gives business users what they want, and IT employees what they 

need. 

This innovative file management solution provides a beautiful experience for users to easily 

download, sync, edit, share and manage their files from any mobile or desktop device. 

FileSyncShare also empowers business users with useful collaboration tools, granular policy control, 

and secure file sharing. 

Reimagining enterprise UX for a 

leading Fortune 500 company. 

INTRODUCTION



Additionally, the primary target audience was corporate clients and thus we expected particularly long file 

names. 

Consequently, we needed to envision a mobile file navigation system that would seamlessly and accurately 

display lengthy file names given the environment’s limited real estate. 

Lastly, we wanted to implement consumerized features to ensure that people felt emotionally connected with 

a product they would be using every day. 

Our goal was to create a unique experience for users that had over twenty 

levels of hierarchy within a single file system; challenging our team to think 

up an intuitive solution that would allow business users to effortlessly 

navigate through their thousands of files. 

GOALS

The client’s main goal was to reinvent themselves as the leader in the Enterprise File Synchronization and 

Sharing space. It was our job to propel that vision forward and ensure that they differentiated themselves from 

competitors. 

From the beginning of the project, both teams set out to achieve this vision through an amazing product, fully 

equipped with unique UX patterns and an intuitive and visually stunning interface. Y Media Labs loves to work 

with visionaries, specifically with people who aspire to be the best in their industry, and therefore the clients 

goals perfectly aligned with our companies key values and work ethic. 

Further, an enterprise file sharing app presents a wildly different set of UX challenges compared to its 

consumer counterpart. Within the enterprise, business users are expected to have their entire computer 

synced to the cloud. 
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“to reinvent themselves as the 

leader in the Enterprise File Synchronization 

and Sharing space”



THE PROCESS

With a large amount of competition in the cloud sync and share space focused on optimizing their respective 

desktop experiences, FileSyncShare boldly sought to elevate their brand through a mobile application. 

Considering FileSyncShare is a file sync and share application, we focused primarily on the core use case: file 

navigation and access. We felt that if we could bridge the gap between the superior experience of desktop file 

navigation patterns with the utilitarian nature of mobile, then our product could facilitate quick and productive 

interactions from our end users. 

With that hypothesis in place, a common usecase quickly found its way to the top. While in a 20 level file 

hierarchy, mobile file navigation can quickly become an intricate and complex task, and we needed to create a 

UX solution that made cumbersome process simple, easy, and ultimately enjoyable. 

Our team began noticing that existing competitors like Box and DropBox, incorporated a very linear model to 

access files. This UX process works well for consumers who typically have a few hundred files on their cloud. 

However, within an enterprise context, where a business user is expected to have their entire computer stored 

on the cloud, a linear model presents a confusing and fragmented user experience. 

With FileSyncShare, we needed to 

pioneer a completely new, innovative and 

out of the box approach. 

Two of our Lead Designers and one of our Lead Developers extensively discussed the project’s main 

challenges, leaving no stone unturned and thoroughly evaluating all possible solutions. We facilitated 

countless white boarding sessions, wherein they began solving the main UX challenge as well as addressing 

all other primary usecases and foundational elements. 

During early phases of the project, our nontraditional and highly agile approach went like this: 

1. Discuss the problem and possible solutions 

2. Whiteboard 

3. Rapidly prototype the very ideas we contemplated hours before hand 
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This highly interactive approach allowed us to frequently pivot, saved us a substantial amount of time in the 

development process, and helped us to identify potential problems early on. 

Furthermore, our strategy and design sessions were highly intensive, collaborative and iterative. We did not 

operate under an established feature set, nor with predefined specs; our job, instead, was to reimagine the file 

navigation process for mobile. We would envision, evaluate, prototype and learn what made sense and what did 

not. 

During this engagement, YML team members were essentially embedded in the client’s 

product team. We implemented an agile process that looked like this: 

1. YML designers and developers worked closely with the client’s designers and product managers 

2. Iterating frequently 

3. Producing deliverables on a daily basis 

4. Our design team would wireframe and create visual designs nearly in tandem 

5. YML designer would simultaneously work with YML and client developers to ensure that designs, 

animations, and transitions were flawlessly executed 
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(THE PROCESS CONTINUED)

Design what you think is awesome,

and we’ll figure out a way to build it. 



FileSyncShare wanted to build an amazing product. To decrease tech related limitations, the client tailored their 

product’s backend to align with the frontend, and thus, we did not face a series of design constraints based on 

backend limitations. With this project, both teams truly imagined away the boundaries, thinking up what we 

thought was amazing, and figuring out how to make it work after the fact. 

To further increase communication across all teams, we had daily stand ups in which our team and client team 

members communicated about current assignments, pain points, and potential new ideas. At each stand up, our 

integrated teams outlined the following: 

1. What they worked on the day before 

2. What they were going to work on that day 

3. If they had any issues at that time 

This crossfunctional standup allowed for designers and developers to strategically advise one another and work 

accordingly. We executed a successful handoff with the client team by having checkins with every build and 

undergoing rigorous design reviews. 

Additionally, to ensure a smooth transition, we made sure everything was fully documented by the end of the 

project. We provided the following to the client: 

1. Annotated wireframes 

2. Visual design flows 

3. Animation guidelines 

4. Ongoing collaboration facilitation we made sure the design team was involved in QA 

and up until the actual product launch 

Throughout this entire process, when tackling both iPad and iPhone apps, we did not just port over experiences, 

from desktop to iPad to iPhone. Rather we designed each experience around each device’s specific use cases, 

context, and physical real estate. 
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The journey from sketches, 
to wireframes, 
to designs



We built a beautifully designed and developed iOS and iPad FileSyncShare app. By combining a rich multi-

dimensional user experience with a highly secure solution, the app enables access to business critical files on 

the go. 

We conducted a massive iPhone overhaul, restructuring the mobile file navigation 

system entirely. 

We designed two main file browsing solutions: File Sheet Based Navigation (left) and an engaging 3D view 

(right). Both solutions are shown below: 

THE SOLUTION

A simple, focused, 

and powerful enterprise 

mobile experience. 
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FileSyncShare is Dropbox 
for the enterprise. 



FileSyncShare also gives users the utmost control with their files. Employees can follow files and folders to get 

informative notifications on file changes and continued user interactions. 

With FileSyncShare, users can access and edit all personal and shared content, from 

any folder, on any device. 

FileSyncShare comes fully equipped with a builtin editor to edit any MS office files and easily annotate PDFs. 

This functionality helps users make those important finishing touches on the go, while automatically backing 

up files in real time. 

FileSyncShare also optimizes employee collaboration and file sharing. If a user can’t remember a file name, 

they can tap another collaborator and see all files they’ve ever shared together. This approach aligns with 

employee user behavior; often times employees might forget a specific file name but remember exactly who 

they were collaborating with. 

We developed the new FileSyncShare app to work the way an enterprise user needs it to work. Connecting to 

calendar invites and meeting notices on your mobile device, the FileSyncShare app makes predictions and 

suggestions for sharing content with others, transforming menial tasks into meaningful craft. The app takes 

care of those mundane, but important, tasks like sending reminders to those who still haven’t downloaded a 

file and updating every collaborator on document changes. 

The app provides seamless access 
to documents, files, and shared 
folders with robust security 
features, allowing business users 
to securely collaborate with team 
members inside and outside of 
their organization.
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(THE SOLUTION CONTINUED)



Enterprise software has never been synonymous with personalization and we wanted to change that. We 

wanted to make FileSyncShare a personalized app that business users felt connected with, and therefore 

we strongly focused on personalization with this product, adding avatars and additional contextaware 

features. 

For the iPhone experience, the background dashboard displays a photo of the user’s location and the 

iPad’s home screen dynamically changes throughout the day. 

The decision to personalize.
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Our team strongly emphasized robust security controls that would not 

negatively influence the overall user experience. FileSyncShare’s 

policydriven hybrid cloud gives IT complete control 

over file security and storage location, all without impacting user 

productivity. With enterprisegrade access controls, militarygrade 

encryption, remote wipe, and MDM integration, FileSyncShare allows 

IT to protect users, folders, files, and devices without having to lock 

them down. 

Making security a priority.
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The app was named a Leader in Gartner's Magic Quadrant for Enterprise File Synchronization and Sharing 

(shown below). Gartner research evaluated players in the space based on various cloud based capabilities as 

well as mobility, security, administration management, simplicity, usability, storage, and backend server 

integration. 

Forbes later went on to call the app on of the “slickest, most welldesigned, intuitive and beautiful apps you’ve 

seen.” The app also won CRN’s 2014 Enterprise App Award. 

A feature we helped design entitled “sheetbased navigation” was also patented by the client. This innovative 

feature lets users easily navigate deep folder hierarchies, minimizing user friction and bringing users exactly 

what they want. 

Coined “beauty and brains,” FileSyncShare has jumped to 4.5 stars on the App Store and has been featured 

on CNBC, VentureBeat and Forbes. Apps like FileSyncShare will drive the next phase in the evolution of 

enterprise mobility, creating new ways of working, and transforming existing business processes. 

Thank you for reading. If you have any further questions or would like to get in touch with our team,

please reach out to info@ymedialabs.com. 

Key Recommendations:

Conduct thorough user research 

Focus on 4 key features designed 

around the primary use cases 

Implement a user first approach 

Conduct frequent user testing 

Iterate frequently 
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Business benefits

Download now at:
https://www.syncplicity.com


